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PKI and Windows 2000:
A Client Perspective

The November 1999 issue of Technical
Support contained a Special Report on

security technologies. That issue presented
an extensive discussion about PKI security
technology as it relates to the server side of
installation and configuration. This month’s
column will take a look at the other side and
examine how clients use a PKI to authenticate
to applications as well as the integration
between setting up PKI services, and
demonstrate how to integrate the PKI
mechanisms into Windows 2000.

For the purposes of this column, I will
use Windows 2000 PKI services as the PKI
software. However, there are many alterna-
tives to Windows 2000 PKI services that
offer much more robust management utilities
and configuration options. Some of the
leaders in this area include Entrust
Technologies, Verisign and GTE/Baltimore.

CERTIFICATE SERVICES RECAP

Windows 2000 is positioning itself as
the web/application or e-business server
of choice. Microsoft still makes a very
good price/performance argument against
the UNIX boxes of the world. To become
the industry leader, Microsoft must be
able to secure its environment using
Internet standards such as IPSec and support
some of the following key benefits that a
PKI offers:

● authentication
● digital signatures
● data encryption

To successfully accept PKI certificates as
a means of authentication, Certificate
Services must be installed and configured.
Before installing Certificate Services, the
following prerequisites must be met:

1. Active Directory Services must be
installed:

● If you are going to use Microsoft
Certificate Services as your
Enterprise Certificate Authority,
meaning that your certificate server
is the authoritative certificate
authority (CA) for the enterprise,
you must install and configure
Active Directory Services
correctly for your enterprise. CA
information is held in the CA
object, which resides in the Active
Directory Tree.

● Your certificate server should be a
separate server. Do not put it on
the same server that acts as your
primary domain controller (PDC).

● Make sure that domain name server
(DNS) is installed and working
properly. Active Directory requires
DNS installed and working.

2. Plan where your CAs will be located:
Microsoft Certificate Services works in
a hierarchy similar to DNS. You will
need to plan where your issuing CAs
as well as your Enterprise Root will
reside in your network. (The Enterprise
Root is the top of the hierarchy, the
authoritative CA.) You may want to
consider geographic or certificate
function when planning where your
CA servers will physically reside.

3. Have a key restoration plan: If you
lose CAs due to hardware or NT
failures, you need to have a quick
way to restore them, as this is the
primary method of authentication.

Certificate Services comes with a
built-in backup and restore utility.

4. Decide who has the keys to the king-
dom or who holds the master keys:
Determine whether you will allow key
recovery so that encrypted items such as
email, etc., can be opened. Key recovery
means that an entity’s private key is
stored in a place where an authorized
individual can access encrypted items
without the knowledge of the owning
user. This means that if the master keys
are compromised your network is wide
open. Some businesses require key
recovery so that information cannot be
locked away from the appropriate
people. Additionally, key recovery may
be required by law in your state.

5. Establish naming conventions: Once
you name a Certificate, CA, etc., there
is no going back. Once you name it,
you can’t change the name; you must
delete the CA and rebuild it. Establish
a naming convention that makes sense
for your enterprise and stick with it.

Once you’ve done a thorough job of planning,
installation is easy. A wizard guides you
through installing the service on an NT server.
Then, the Managing your Computer utility
will enable you to manage your certificates.

AUTHENTICATION WITH
CERTIFICATES

Once Certificate Services is up and
running, you can generate certificates and
map them to user accounts. There are several
different types of mappings that can occur:

● Using one-to-one mappings you can
map a certificate to a specific user ID
— there is a one-to-one relationship
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between the certificate and users. User’s certificates can
be mapped within IIS or within Active Directory. For
non-web applications, you will want to map the users
within Active Directory.

● Using many-to-one mappings you can map multiple certificates
to one user ID. This is convenient to use if you want to set up
a single generic user and map multiple certificates to that user.
Also, if you have a user who has different certificates for different
tasks, you can perform a many-to-one mapping.

MAPPING CERTIFICATES PROCESS

The following steps are necessary to map a certificate:

1. Open up an MMC console that is able to manage
Certificate Services.

2. Open up the Personal Folder and Right Click on Certificates
> All Tasks > Request New Certificate. See Figure 1.

3. The Request New Certificate Wizard will pop up. Click on
“Next” and the screen in Figure 2 will appear.

4. Select a Certificate Template to use and click on “Next.” You
will be presented with the screen shown in Figure 3.

5. Enter a friendly name and description for the Certificate and
click Next, as shown in Figure 4.

6. A confirmation screen will appear. Click on “Finish.”
7. You will receive a message that the request was successful.

Click on Install Certificate, as shown in Figure 5.
8. Export the certificate to a .cer file by right clicking on the

certificate and then on Export.
9. The Export Wizard will come up, as shown in Figure 6.

10. Click on “Next” at the Export Private Key Window. Note that
you won’t be able to export the private key.

11. Choose the type of format in which you want to save the
certificate file, as shown in Figure 7.

12. Enter a filename and click on “Next.”
13. Open up a Management Console so that you can

manage users.
14. Right click on the user you want to map and choose name

mappings, as shown in Figure 8.
15. In the certificates windows, click on “Add” and import the

.cer file you just created. See Figure 9.

FIGURE 1: REQUEST NEW CERTIFICATE FIGURE 2: REQUEST NEW WIZARD 

FIGURE 3: SELECT CERTIFICATE TEMPLATE FIGURE 4: ENTER A FRIENDLY NAME 
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SUMMARY

Alone Certificate Services do not provide the enterprises with any
benefits. However, when those certificates can be leveraged for
applications you start to see a benefit. Windows 2000 allows you to
associate certificates very fluidly with users for authentication as well
as with other applications that can use the active directory store. While
this month’s column showed you how to map users to Windows 2000
generated certificates, you’ll notice that the import type will accept any
x.509 standard certificate. It will be able to import any industry standard
created certificate. Therefore, you do not need a Windows 2000 PKI to
be able to map users, as an industry standard PKI will do.  
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FIGURE 7: EXPORT FORMAT FIGURE 8: NAME MAPPINGS 

FIGURE 9: IMPORT CERTIFICATES 


